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Secret English… 
What have we learned from the latest research into 

successful literacy practices for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students? 
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Towards a

better understanding of

effective literacy teaching for

Aboriginal and

Torres St Islander students



‘For us, the lack of literacy in our communities is a deep problem –
and one that threatens our future. 
It affects us throughout our life...

Without these skills we cannot run our communities and 
organisations properly – we cannot build and control our 

commercial enterprises.

Lack of literacy affects our health and our chances of getting good 
jobs. Not being able to read and write affects our capacity to look 

after our Country. 

It is vital to the strength of our culture. 

Above all, without literacy, we cannot be independent.’

(Community Elder, R Lee, quoted in Schwab & Sutherland, 2004, p. iii.)



All students demonstrate

curriculum achievement through 

Written academic

Standard Australian English

across most learning areas.



Secret English?



The evolution of effective literacy 
pedagogies… 



What does it mean to be highly 

literate?

• Research into effective literacy pedagogy

• Phonics versus Whole Language

• Where now?

• Not just skills but ways of thinking needed to be 

literate

Consider this text…



Whole 

Language

Skills based 

approaches

A 

balanced 

approach 

to literacy 

that met 

needs of 

diverse 

learners?

Your thoughts / experiences / ideas?

By mid 90s it was clear that none of these approaches alone were making a 
difference for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.



School success over time

Many conventional teaching practices actually increase the 

gap.

To close this gap, teaching must ‘accelerate’ understandings 

how literate, academic, standard English operates

As shown in 

achievement data, 

the gap for 

Indigenous and 

other marginalised 

students            

gets wider over 

timeExperience 

in SAE



In Australia, over the last twenty years, ‘scaffolding’ pedagogies 

began to emerge specifically for Indigenous students based on 

research specific to Indigenous learners

• Reading to Learn, by David Rose

(Rose, 2004, 2005; Rose & Koop, 2008)

• Accelerated Literacy, by Brian Gray and Wendy Cowey (Cowey, 

2005; Gray, 2007; Rose, Gray & Cowey, 1980)

Vygotsky, Bruner, SRL Michael Halliday, Genre Theory (e.g., 

Christie, 2007; Derewianka, 1990; Macken-Horarik, 2002; Martin 

& Rose in press)

Secret English - Research



Culture 

Language 

Class

Understanding Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander learners



Language Continuum

Traditional Cultures and  

Standard Australian English

Language/s

TRADITIONAL = 

ORAL        

Less verbal

Symbolic 

SCHOOL = 

WRITTEN         

Standard 

Australian English



SAE students come to school with:

Knowledge and understandings of SAE :

• An orthographic language and associated culture

• Sounds of the language

• Conventions of print

• The structure and grammar

• Vocabulary, syntax

• Cultural knowledge in ways of thinking e.g. inferential 

comprehension

• Home – school language alignment

• Home – school culture alignment

All needed to unlock and access 

PURPOSE & MEANINGS



What is the primary goal of 

teaching?

Discourse access 

is the 

Primary goal of teaching.

Brian Gray



Discourse access as the primary goal of teaching

A Discourse is a sort of identity kit which comes

complete with the appropriate costume and 

instructions on how to act, talk, and often 

write, so as to take on a particular role that 

others will recognise. 

(Gee 1991:33)



Legal 

discourse

Ways of thinking, 

knowing and 

communicating

Specific Language-

written and oral

Ways of problem 

solving, 

analysing

Ways of acting:         

-group/individual       

-roles, rituals

Expected 

Interpersonal 

competencies

Navigating ‘props’   

-spaces, schedules, 

objects etc



The leg side fielder at silly mid off, caught 

the batsman for a golden duck and the 

bowler bowled a maiden over.

Other??



School 

discourse

Ways of thinking, 

knowing and 

communicating

Ways of problem 

solving, 

analysing

Ways of acting:         

-group/individual       

-roles, rituals

Expected 

Interpersonal 

competencies

Navigating ‘props’   

-spaces, schedules, 

objects etc

LITERATE DISCOURSE

Specific Language -

written and oral 

Standard English



Indigenous discourses 





Diverse learners are unfamiliar with:

• discourse of schooling and western education

• the language on which it is based

• the purposes and organisation of that language and

• the ways of thinking 

needed to be fully literate in its use. 



The discourse of schooling
As part of our usual practice of teaching we assume that students 

know:

– What it means to be literate 

– How books work

– How to think like a successful reader and writer

– how to successfully participate in classroom practices

– What to focus on when looking at texts

– How to make links between text, graphics & illustrations 

– How to read for meaning and deep comprehension

– How to make links and inferences in the text meanings 

(‘read between the lines’) 

– How to write like the quality authors studied



Being literate in 
written 

academic 
Standard 
Australian 

English

Ways of 
thinking 

Cultural Capital

Encoding
Writing

Text structures

Spelling 

Grammar

Handwriting

Oral 
Language

Speaking 
and listening

Decoding

Comprehension 
Fluency

Vocabulary



Busy work, disconnected, decontextualized literacy activities that are only 

skills focused often deny access the cultural capital and ways of thinking 

needed to be fully literate in SAE.



Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)

Child A

Child B

Joint construction 

potential

Conventional 

intervention point

Individual 

achievement

Based on the work of Lev Vygotsky – the ‘Zone of Proximal Development’ (ZPD)



Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)



A Whole Text is studied by the 

whole class for a significant 

amount of time
High Quality, Age Appropriate

Study Passage

Carl Matt is an awkward, lumpy fifteen-year-old who 

just wants to be loved. Sarah, Carl and Harley’s 

father all walked out on the family and their mother,

Kerry, often finds them too difficult to cope with. 

When his mother walks out on the family, apparently 

for good, nineteen-year-old Sarah, terrified of the 

responsibility of raising the two boys, heads to 

Europe, packing the boys off to stay with their Aunt 

Beryl in Wattle Beach.

Beryl is less than delighted at the idea of taking in the 

boys, until she realises that she can keep their social 

services payments. However, far from filling the role 

of their mother, she shows the boys no love and even 

attempts to keep Harley chained to the house to 

prevent him stealing and misbehaving.

Carl is miserable in Wattle Beach. His size and 

awkwardness make him feel self-conscious and 

unable to make friends at school. Even the 

townspeople of Wattle Beach regard the boys with 

suspicion, believing all the Matt clan to be useless 

no-hopers. All Carl wants is a family and the security 

of knowing that he is loved.

Study Passage (200 - 300 words)

Quality writing model for intensive teaching             

of Curriculum content.

Also becomes student model for writing.

Language Literature Literacy

Language variation and change Literature and context Texts in context

Language for interaction Responding to literature Interacting with others

Text structure and organisation Examining literature
Interpreting, analysing and 

evaluating

Expressing and developing ideas Creating literature Creating texts

Sound and letter knowledge

English

http://www.acara.edu.au/
http://www.acara.edu.au/
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/


The mission:
accelerate students’ understanding of 

SAE in as fast a time as possible

Pre- literacy skills

Early literacy acquisition skills

Concepts of print

Reading

Writing

Talking / listening

Spelling

Grammar

Punctuation

Handwriting

ICT

In
 c

o
n
te

x
t



Letters/sounds

Words

Sentences

Text passage

Whole text

QUALITY AGE APPROPRIATE BOOK

(cultural and wider connections)

Background Knowledge – Vocabulary -Cultural 
inferences – Context - Purpose- Authors 
intentions and literacy devices used, text 

structure, grammar/layout /visual literacy

Used as a model for student writing

Whole text 

Text passage

Sentences

Words

Letters/sounds

In context of 

studied text

Discourse 

Access

Accelerated Literacy

Traditional Literacy teaching

It’s what you do before they read that makes the difference



Making meanings 
from new social, linguistic and cultural 

resources.

Without With 



Accelerated Literacy is a teaching style or pedagogy

It is a recursive sequence, 

made up of a cumulative set of sequences, 

each of which builds cyclically on the other.



Reading to Learn





“Like silent hungry sharks that swim 

in the darkness of the sea, 

the German submarines arrived in 

the middle of the night.”

Opening sentence…The Cay, Theodore Taylor

Vocabulary ~ Background knowledge ~

Inference

• What effect did this piece of writing have on you? …feelings, thoughts, images, 

impressions?

• What information did you gain from it?  

• What did you need to know to be able to understand it- to access its MEANING?



“Like silent hungry sharks that swim 

in the darkness of the sea, 

the German submarines arrived 

in the middle of the night.”

The WORDS  AND  LANGUAGE CHOICES   the author made…

WHAT the author included  

WHY the author included these (author’s intent and 
purpose)



“Like silent hungry sharks that swim 

in the darkness of the sea, 

the German submarines arrived 

in the middle of the night.”

WHAT the author included  

WHY the author included these (author’s intent and purpose)

The WORDS  AND  LANGUAGE CHOICES   the 
author made…

Like  silent  hungry sharks that swim in the darkness of the sea, 

the German submarines arrived in the middle of the night.



Like  silent  hungry sharks that swim in the darkness of the sea, 

the German submarines arrived in the middle of the night.

The German submarines arrived in the middle of 

the night,

like  silent  hungry sharks that swim in the 

darkness of the sea.

The German submarines,

like  silent  hungry sharks that swim in the 

darkness of the sea, 

arrived in the middle of the night.

HOW the author structured / organised the 
information (the units of meaning)

Using the same words, how else could the author have 

structured the sentences?



Taylor could have written…

Like sharks that swim in the sea, 

the submarines arrived.

Why didn't he?

The WORDS  AND  LANGUAGE CHOICES   the author made…

WHAT the author included  

WHY the author included these (author’s intent and purpose)

Like  silent  hungry sharks that swim in the darkness of the sea,

the German submarines arrived in the middle of the night.



Explicit teaching of for deep comprehension                            

Authors Intentions

MEANINGS 

& SKILLS

and 

HOW AN AUTHOR 

DELIBERATELY CONSTRUCTS THESE

( so students can use them in own writing)

= Access to the discourse of SAE

HOW AN AUTHOR CREATES 

MEANING


